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Abstract: This study describes the children’s literature program of Diakonia in Gaza, Palestine, in order to illustrate how library activity can function as a development aid. Diakonia is a non-profit development organization of two Swedish churches that work all over the world for a permanent change of the situation for the poorest and the most vulnerable people.

The study is based on a case study carried out in December 2012 with an employee of Diakonia with good knowledge of the children’s literature programme in Gaza.

The statements of the respondent show that the children’s literature programme of Diakonia in Gaza meets several criteria of the Swedish government and Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) for what they want the development aid to be used for. The activity also corresponds well with the social dimension of global sustainable development.

The conclusion is that development aid to library activity directed to children and young people can develop the society and be a long-term investment for the future.
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Introduction
Books cannot substitute food, neither can they give shelter. But culture, literature and information can influence the society and change people's lives for the better. The free word and human rights are foundations of a democratic society (see UNESCO).

The public libraries are central in our society. Library and library activities are usually financed by tax funds, sometimes they depend on donars or international development aid. Today there are non-profit organizations that work with, support library activity as a development aid, for instance the Swedish Library Association and Diakonia. There are also non-profit organizations that use children's books as an aid, for instance Unicef. The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) used to support national and public libraries in different countries through the National Library of Sweden.

The children's literature program of Diakonia in Gaza is a development aid programme for promoting reading. It provides vulnerable children with children’s books translated into Arabic. The programme was initiated 1992 and is an ongoing Swedish library activity financed by Diakonia and Sida. Diakonia is a non-profit development organization of two Swedish churches that work all over the world for a permanent change of the situation for the poorest and most vulnerable people (Diakonia). The activity started in Palestine in 1992 with distribution of Swedish children’s books translated into Arabic. Today there is also a local production of Arabic books in the region.

The programme has involved education of about 5000 teachers and librarians in children’s literature and reading-promoting activities. The education is today given at three Palestinian universities and research in the topic has started. There has also been an exchange of teachers, authors, illustrators and librarians between Palestine and Sweden.

The activity will be expanded to Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan where educators from the children’s literature programme will educate teachers and librarians. A regional educational programme is also planned.

Findings

The statements of the respondent show that library activity can help develop the society as well as people and the national culture.

The activity started in Palestine in 1992 with distribution of Swedish children’s books translated into Arabic. Today there is also a local production of Arabic books in the region.

The programme has involved education of about 5000 teachers and librarians in children’s literature and reading-promoting activities. The education is today given at three Palestinian universities and research in the topic has started. There has also been an exchange of teachers, authors, illustrators and librarians between Palestine and Sweden.

The activity will be expanded to Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan where educators from the children’s literature programme will educate teachers and librarians. A regional educational programme is also planned.

Conclusions

• The children’s literature programme of Diakonia in Gaza meets several of the Swedish government’s and Sida's criteria for what they want the development aid to be used for (Swedish Government, Sida).

• The activity also corresponds well with the social dimension of global sustainable development (Nolin, 2010).

• Development aid in the form of library activities directed to children and young people can help develop the society and become a long-term investment for the future.
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